Video Surveillance for

SAFE AND SMART CITIES
A city isn’t smart if people don’t feel safe
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It is believed that by 2030, the world's population would be 8.5 billion and would increase to 9.7
billion by 2050 and 11.2 billion by 2100. Half of humanity today lives in cities. Many cities are
experiencing exponential growth as people move from rural areas in search of better jobs and
education. The services and infrastructure of Cities is being stretched in terms of scalability,
environment, and security as they adapt to support this growth in population.
Demographic, economic, social and environmental conditions are the major reasons for the dramatic
increase in pollution, congestion, noise, crime, terrorist attacks, energy production, traffic accidents,
and climate change in the Cities. Cities are the major contributors to the climate problem - they
cover less than 2% of the Earth's surface yet consume 78% of the world's energy, producing more
than 60% of all CO2 emissions.
A “smart city” means different things to different people. However everyone agrees that smart
cities use digital technologies to:





make the city safe - the first step towards making it a smart city
improve the quality of life of the people who live in them
reduce environmental impact
make everyday services run smoothly

It is impossible to have a smart city if the citizens of that city don’t feel safe.

Video surveillance helps Cities ensure the safety of their traffic and the security of the people on
their streets. Video solutions incorporate applications such as license plate recognition, people
counting and vehicle tracking. This coupled with video analytics not only provides security for
citizens but, among other things, also enables smoother traffic flow, optimization of energy
consumption and reduced pollution.

Safe and Smart City Solution
Safe Smart City Solutions combine the advanced technologies of Traffic Surveillance and with
Video Surveillance Systems.

Traffic surveillance systems help in providing security in everyday traffic by accurately detecting and
recording several types of traffic violations. This also provides irrefutable evidence for local
authorities. As drivers become aware that all violations could be captured on camera, they are
more likely to comply with traffic rules. This considerably reduces the number of collisions and
traffic jams.
City Surveillance systems make it possible to monitor large-scale areas 24 x 7 and assist the security
personnel to maintain security on the streets. The cameras record any suspicious, violent and
criminal activity in high-resolution. These recordings are capable of recognizing faces, even at a
distance.
Features and functions
Traffic surveillance systems







Speeding detection
Wide dynamic range – high megapixel cameras to monitor intersections
Integrated IR flash for night operation mode
Fully automatic operation, only the evaluation process is performed by operators
20 FPS imaging
Integrated automatic license plate recognition




lane radar for accurate speed measurement
Integrated multi-lane
customer managed lists (black list,
Interfacing with external vehicle database (MoI) and customer-managed
white list, etc.)

Video Analytics - traffic applications








Stop line violation detection
Red light violation detection
Bus lane violation detection
Wrong-way (No Entry) violation
detection
Parking violation detection
Speeding detection
Traffic counting

Typical Solution - Traffic
The Traffic Video Surveillance system monitors traffic situations 24/7 and records all the cases of
high end 20 MP
traffic violations at the intersections. The intersections are monitored by high-end
integrated IR
cameras. A single camera is able to cover three busy lanes at the same time. An int
flash provides efficient lighting at night.
These systems do not simply detect and record the violations.
violations. Video content analytics enables
automatic license plate recognition to identify the violators. Such systems also integrate with
data from external vehicle databases and special customer-managed
customer managed lists to facilitate the
identification process. During the whole process operators are only needed for the confirmation
of violations.. The system automatically creates detailed violation packages for operators and
violation reports for the authorities.
Traffic violation detection is performed automatically by Video Content Analysis (VCA)
lane radar supports the VCA based measurement process to
applications. Integrated multi-lane
detect speeding violations. The system also ensures image-based
image based traffic counting that works
without physically installed inductive loops.
Citywide video surveillance systems

These systems typically deploy the following:
 Very high mega pixel panoramic images to monitor vast areas
 Leading edge full HD and MP PTZ cameras
 Real time monitoring of all cameras
 Interface with third-party face recognition systems
 PiP camera feature
 ePTZ camera feature
 Safe policeman feature
Video Analytics - Security applications



Abandoned object detection
Graffiti detection

Typical Solution – Security and Safety
Video Surveillance of the city gives the Security services a 24x7 window onto everything going
on in the city. Using the correct choice of cameras it is possible to view, in real-time, crisp and
clear images. It would be possible to view in bright light as well as in the dark. These cameras
can scan large areas and zoom in on small details. All this is monitored from a central location.
Security personnel can then be quickly dispatched to the right place, at the right time and in
adequate strength. This helps citizens feel safer and also help protect facilities and critical
infrastructure from threats of all kinds.

VCA applications make it possible to automatically identify abandoned objects on streets. VCA
applications can help authorities prevent terrorist attacks. VCA-based graffiti detection is also
useful, as it helps to preserve the aesthetics of the city. Most Smart City Solutions are able to
interface with a third-party automatic face recognition system. This enhances security, as
suspicious and blacklisted individuals can be identified in the crowd.

Should an ‘incident’ occur, the first objective is to ensure that relevant video footage is taken
immediately after the incident, and the second is to allow a quick and efficient response in
real time. This can be achieved by coupling detection sensors, motorized Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ)
cameras and a centralized VMS

Conclusion







Smarter cameras provide greater capabilities beyond mere generation and transmission
of video.
They communicate with the central management system over the network.
They deliver video analytics output - alarms, metadata along with the associated video
stream.
These cameras serve as multipurpose sensors, providing visual as well as scene related
data to a central hub, where it can be further interfaced with other types of information
arriving from other sensors.
Video solutions incorporate applications such as license plate recognition, people
counting and vehicle tracking.
When integrated with video analytics this provides:
o

Better security for citizen.

o

Smoother flow of traffic.

o

Optimizes energy consumption

o

Reduces pollution.
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